Orbit Logic Software Selected for NASA SGSS TDRSS Ground System Upgrade

GREENBELT, MD (November 20, 2015) – Orbit Logic announced today that General Dynamics has selected Orbit Logic’s STK Scheduler software to enhance their NASA Space Network Ground Segment Sustainment (SGSS) solution. STK Scheduler will process communication service requests to produce a deconflicted schedule for NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). TDRSS provides communication services between ground based users and government spacecraft operated by NASA and other organizations and is referred to as the Space Network.
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General Dynamics is the prime contractor for NASA’s Space Network Ground Segment Sustainment (SGSS) project that is modernizing the space agency’s ground infrastructure systems for their Space Network, and provides for continuous technology insertion and system upgrades for the next 25 years. The mission of the Space Network Ground Segment Sustainment (SGSS) Project is to implement a flexible and extensible ground segment that will allow the Space Network to maintain the high level of service in the future, accommodate new users and capabilities, while reducing the effort and cost required to operate and maintain the system.

For SGSS, STK Scheduler provides a low cost, configurable scheduling software solution that can handle the size and complexity of the TDRSS scheduling problem. Orbit Logic has significant experience with aerospace scheduling solutions across a broad user and mission base. Orbit Logic’s STK Scheduler COTS software product is configurable software for space system schedule generation. STK Scheduler provides multiple scheduling algorithms that generate valid and deconflicted schedules for configurable resources and tasks. Configurable task and resource attributes and constraints allow virtually any type of scheduling challenge to be defined and solved. SGSS is taking advantage of STK schedulers comprehensive API that supports full integration with 3rd party software for a fully integrated solution.

Orbit Logic (www.orbitlogic.com) specializes in mission planning and scheduling solutions for aerospace and geospatial intelligence. Orbit Logic's operationally proven COTS products create better plans faster with fewer resources for all mission phases. Orbit Logic services are available to configure, customize, and integrate Orbit Logic's mobile, web-based, and desktop applications to provide turn-key operational solutions that leverage the latest available technologies to meet customer goals and exceed their expectations.

For additional information regarding this press release contact Ella Herz at 301-982-6234 or via email at ella.herz@orbitlogic.com